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The Japanese Chinese English and Russian Conversation is a textbook for
Japanese that business in China learning Beijing Mandarin of the Meiji period
complied by Japanese scholars. It primarily records Beijing Mandarin of the early
twentieth century. These materials reflect the actual language overview at that time,
especially the Beijing spoken words, using Japanese katakana in this book to note
the pronunciation. These can Provide important clues to study Beijing Mandarin
during the last epoch of Qing Dynasty, and offer material gists for The history of
Chinese.
In addition, The Japanese Chinese English and Russian Conversation this b
ook adopts the contrastive method in Japanese,Chinese,English and Russia. Jap
anese katakana are used in this book to note the pronunciation, which reflects
the characteristic of phonetic system about the Beijing Mandarin of the perio
d of Meiji. Mr. Wangli thinks that the most effective way about teaching of
Chinese as a foreign language is Comparison of Chinese and foreign teaching.
Therefore research the contrastive method of Multi-language is also offer a
reference value for teaching of Chinese as a foreign language today.
But academia is limited in introducing synoptically to reseach on The Japanese
Chinese English and Russian Conversation at present. This article attempts to adopt
the comparatively scientific analytical and statistical method on the basis of
forefathers,carry on the overall and careful discussion to this textbook. In order to
expect to offer material gists on Beijing Mandarin phonetic，Spoken Words of the
Meiji period，and to provide a reference value for teaching of Chinese as a foreign
language.
This article is divided into four chapters altogether.
Chapter one is about the introduction of this paper. First introduce the general
conditions,author,book time,publish and historical backdrop of writing to make
reader has a basic understanding for this paper. Then describe value and analysis of
studying current situation to this book, the research thinking and the research
approach.
Chapter two,three are key part. It Primarily adopt the comparatively scientific
analytical and statistical method to study the phonetic and vocabulary of The
Japanese Chinese English and Russian Conversation totally and carefully.
Chapter four fouses on interpret the value of studying the phonetic and vocabulary
of The Japanese Chinese English and Russian Conversation.
The epilogue. To summarize the deficiencies of this article.
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